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R
espected quilt teacher, quilt artist, pro-
fessional longarm quilter and quilt tour
company owner, Kim Caskey, recently

toured a group of enthusiastic quilters around
Scotland. The following is her engaging story
about exploring quilting in faraway places.

Beginnings
I officially started my quilting journey in
1994, when I took my very first quilting class.
I had been sewing and creating my whole life,
but turned my focus to quilting with that first
class. I worked on traditional patchwork,
began teaching machine arts, and gradually
turned towards art quilting. I enjoy traditional
patchwork, especially machine quilting, how-
ever my heart sings when I work on an art
quilt project!

   I purchased a longarm quilting machine in
2010 and have thoroughly enjoyed complet-
ing quilts for customers over the past five
years. I always love the machine-quilting 
aspect of the quilt-making process—thread
work, couching, custom quilting designs and
other techniques. 

New Business Ventures
As a traveler on a quilt tour in Ireland in
2012, I was fortunate to meet wonderful 
quilters and artists from all over the world. I
returned home from the tour and partnered
with another traveler, Debbi Cagney, from
Houston, Texas. Together we formed our own
tour company to offer specialized tours not
offered elsewhere. Our partnership and
friendship with the Irish quilting community

Tweeds and Tartans
by Kim Caskey • Co-author Kathy Strawson 

Wool/Tweed Stag: an example of how Scotland
uses wools and tweeds with cotton and linen 
fabrics—exquisite!

led to further introductions with quilters from
around the world, which resulted in 
additional tours in Ireland and most recently,
the first ever quilt tour in Scotland! 
   A great deal of planning and organizing
goes into every tour we do—coordinating 
the logistics of places to visit and sights to see
with appropriate routes and hotel stays, as
well as coordinating the special quilty activi-
ties along the way. Quilters are quilters world-
wide and I am so often overwhelmed with
appreciation for new friends I meet along the
way. Hands down, the best part of my job as
tour coordinator and director is meeting 
quilters from around the globe!

Continued on page 42
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Scotland on the Horizon
While on tour in Killarney, Ireland in 2014,
we met a lovely lady—Ann Hill of Dumfries,
Scotland. Ann is a prolific quilter in Scotland,
well known for her work with Alzheimer’s
Scotland. We were interested in Ann’s work
and invited her to speak at our International
Gathering of the Guilds in Killarney, Ireland
in June 2014. Her simple question to us—
why have you never brought a tour to 
Scotland?—was the only invitation we
needed! Hence, the first-ever Quilt Tour of
Scotland was planned and attended by eager
and enthusiastic quilters (and friends). 
   The tour left for Scotland in mid-September
2015. While touring, Ann had the brilliant
idea for a half-day class. She paired up 30
Scottish quilters (who brought out their 
machines and notions to share) with 30 North
American Quilters. The event was electric! All
of these quilting strangers quickly bonded;
they shared machines, techniques and ad-
dresses. This supersized quilt class was held
in Hampden Park, the National Stadium of
Football in Scotland. We were not down on
the pitch, however, but rather in one of the
community rooms.
   It’s always interesting to experience 
quilting in another country. Of course, quilt-
ing in North America is huge and leads the
way for the rest of the world, or so we North
Americans like to think. What is particularly
interesting of quilting in Scotland (or 
Ireland), is their use of woollens, tweeds and
tartans within their projects. The quality of
these woollens is extraordinary and adds such
a flavour to basic patchwork.  
   While in Edinburgh, we attended the 
National Scottish Quilt Championships, a 
glorious quilt show and merchant mall. While,
for the most part, it would compare to any
North American quilt event, the use of crystal
embellishments were most evident on the
German quilt-artist entries. The Best of Show
Quilt, made by Kay Bell, was densely quilted
(and blinged-out) and made in a subtle 

Glasgow quilt class at Hampden Park with the Scottish guild Glasgow Gathering Quilt Guild.

Show and tell by the Glasgow Quilt Guild during the Gathering of the Guilds in Glasgow at Hampden Park.
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Paula Rafferty, an Irish quilter and Betsy Theriault, from Canada, showing off
Betsy's finished class project done at the Scottish quilt class!

Clockwise from top left One of the many quilt shops visited along the way. 
Bagpiper at Edinburgh Castle. Tartans on display. One can always find a quilted 
thistle in Scotland. Kathy Strawson is pictured with her own beautiful rendition!

monotone range of solid silks. At the merchant mall, fabric lines were
quite similar to those we have access to in Canada, but we were intro-
duced to a new line from a British family-run business: Lewis and Irene.
   Although the term modern quilting is sometimes hard to define, I
would say that modern quilting has entered the Scottish quilting
scene. New and innovative uses of woollens and tweeds—like rough,
raw-edge machine appliqué motifs of animals (think stag with a glo-
rious antler rack) on a light and plain cotton background was a
favourite, as were quilts with large negative spaces perfect for machine
quilting.

Quilting in France
Debbi and I are looking at organizing a special tour to France in 2016
to attend the Carrefour Patchwork Europe Festival in Alsace. I was
fortunate to be invited to this festival in early September 2015. I was
overwhelmed with what I saw! Fourteen hanging quilt exhibits, ven-
dor malls not typical of North America—think slow stitching, hand
embroidery, cross-stitch on linen, hand piecing, hand quilting and
more. All this goodness is presented in the very charming setting of
Ste. Marie aux Mines—breathtaking.

Tips for International Quilt Travellers
Go. Just Go. You will not be sorry. Join a group tour. Our tours have
professional and licensed tour guides from each respective country
who will teach you history, as well as the current events and trends,
which adds to the overall travel experience. We will ensure you have
an authentic Irish or Scottish (or French) quilting experience, whether
in an exclusive class offered to our group, visits to unique quilt shops,
or a gathering event—including a show and share parade like 
no other!
   If you travel on your own, do a little Google investigating for quilt
shops in the areas you plan to visit and make an effort to find these
fabulous places. The Irish and Scottish quilters we met—everywhere
we went—are more than welcoming and as we all know, quilters are
quilters worldwide!


